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Abstract
This article presents a comparative analysis of
four different syntactic typological approaches
applied to 20 different languages. We com-
pared three specific quantitative methods, using
parallel CoNLL-U corpora, to the classification
obtained via syntactic features provided by a
typological database (lang2vec). First, we an-
alyzed the Marsagram linear approach which
consists of extracting the frequency word-order
patterns regarding the position of components
inside syntactic nodes. The second approach
considers the relative position of heads and de-
pendents, and the third is based simply on the
relative position of verbs and objects. From the
results, it was possible to observe that each
method provides different language clusters
which can be compared to the classic genealog-
ical classification (the lang2vec and the head
and dependent methods being the closest). As
different word-order phenomena are considered
in these specific typological strategies, each
one provides a different angle of analysis to be
applied according to the precise needs of the
researchers.

1 Introduction

Typology is usually described as language classi-
fication regarding structural types. Its scope can
be defined as the quest for answers about how lan-
guages differ from each other, and about the expla-
nation for the attested differences and similarities.

In terms of syntactic typology, one possible lin-
guistic aspect that is analyzed concerns word-order
patterns. These phenomena are commonly used
to define sets of typological universals in terms of
implications, correlations, and universals.

Most studies in this field rely on the identifi-
cation of the most frequent word-order phenom-
ena in different languages. Although based on at-
tested syntactic constructions, what is extracted
from the available linguistic data concerns only the
most common syntactic structures. Thus, possi-
ble word-order patterns which are not the standard

ones are usually ignored in these analyses. It is the
case of the syntactic information provided by stan-
dard typological databases such as WALS (Dryer
and Haspelmath, 2013). Although limited, these
databases provide valuable information for theoreti-
cal typological analyses and can be used to improve
the effectiveness of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tools, as shown by (Ponti et al., 2019).

On the other hand, corpus-based typological
studies can provide a more precise description in
terms of possible syntactic phenomena, thus, allow-
ing languages to be compared in a more detailed
way, as presented by (Levshina, 2022). Quantita-
tive methods can be used in the analysis of numer-
ous linguistic phenomena, and, even though they
can present some bias regarding the corpora selec-
tion and annotation, they provide new insights that
can challenge and/or complement classic theoreti-
cal approaches.

The aim of this article is to propose three differ-
ent corpus-based quantitative methods concerning
word-order typology and compare the obtained lan-
guage classifications to the one provided by the
comparison of the syntactic features provided from
a typological database. The objective is to show
that different approaches provide valuable but di-
verse contributions in terms of word-order struc-
tures attested in annotated corpora.

The paper is composed as follows: Section 2
presents an overview of the related work to this
topic. Section 3 describes the campaign design:
the language and data-set selection and the syntac-
tic typological approaches; Section 4 present the
obtained results which are discussed in Section 5.
In Section 6 we provide conclusions and possible
future directions for the research.

2 Related Work

According to (Ponti et al., 2019), the WALS
database is one of the most used typological re-
sources in NLP studies as it contains phonolog-
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ical, morphosyntactic, and lexical information
for a large number of languages. Besides that,
the URIEL Typological Compendium is a meta-
repository composed of several databases (WALS
included) and is the base of the lang2vec tool (Lit-
tell et al., 2017). This specific resource provides
typological information about languages in the for-
mat of feature and value pairs. Thus languages
can be represented by vectors which are composed
of the selected linguistic information required by
the user (e.g.: genealogical, phonological, syntac-
tic, etc). One problem usually observed in these
databases is the fact that they suffer from discrep-
ancies that are caused by their variety of sources.
Therefore, comparisons can only be made if the
selected languages have values for the ensemble
of chosen features. Furthermore, there are many
gaps as not all languages have the same amount
of descriptive literature. Moreover, as previously
mentioned, most databases fail to illustrate the vari-
ations that can occur within a single language (i.e.:
only the most frequent phenomena are reported,
and not all possible ones). On the other hand, quan-
titative methods, such as the ones proposed in this
article, provide precise information regarding the
frequency of all attested word-order phenomena
inside the analyzed corpora.

An extended survey of corpora-based typolog-
ical studies was provided by (Levshina, 2022).
While certain authors quantitively analyzed spe-
cific word-order patterns (e.g.: subject, verb, and
object position (Östling, 2015), and verb and loca-
tive phrases (Wälchli, 2009)), other authors have fo-
cused on quantitative analyses regarding language
complexity (e.g.: (Hawkins, 2003) and (Sinnemäki,
2014)).

With the aim of examining diachronic syntac-
tic changes that characterize the evolution from
Latin to Romance languages, (Liu and Xu, 2012)
proposed a quantitative approach to analyze the
distributions of dependency directions. In total, 15
modern languages (8 Romance languages and 7
from other families) and 2 ancient ones (Latin and
Ancient Greek) were scrutinized by the extraction
of syntactic information from annotated corpora.
The attested dependency syntactic networks for
each language were analyzed with the calculation
of certain syntactic parameters extracted from each
corpus (i.e.: the mean sentential length, the percent-
age of the head-final dependencies, the head-initial
dependencies, the dependencies between adjacent

words, and of dependencies between non-adjacent
words, the mean distance of all head-final depen-
dencies, and the mean distance of all head-initial
dependencies). It has been shown that the depen-
dency syntactic networks arising from the selected
data-sets reflect the degree of inflectional variation
of each language. The adopted clustering approach
also allowed Romance languages to be differenti-
ated from Latin diachronically and between each
other synchronically. However, the authors used
data from the shared tasks of CoNLL 2006 (Buch-
holz and Marsi, 2006) and CoNLL 2007 (Nivre
et al., 2007), however the dependency annotation
schemes differed substantially from each other, so
any studies based on those treebanks were prob-
lematic.

Another method concerning the extraction and
comparison of syntactic information from tree-
banks was proposed by (Blache et al., 2016a).
They developed the Marsagram tool, a resource
that allows typological syntactic information (to-
gether with its statistics) to be obtained by inferring
context-free grammars from syntactic structures in-
side annotated corpora. In terms of word-order, this
tool allows the extraction of linear patterns (i.e.: if
a specific part-of-speech precedes another one in-
side the same node of the syntactic tree governed
by a determined head). The authors conducted a
cluster analysis comparing 10 different languages
and showed the potential in terms of typological
analysis of this resource. However, the results were
only compared to the genealogical classification
of the selected languages and did not provide any
comparison to other quantitative methods. Thus,
one of the corpus-based typological approaches to
be examined and compared in this article concerns
the linear patterns provided by Marsagram tool.

The concept of Typometrics was introduced by
(Gerdes et al., 2021). The authors extracted rich
details for testing typological implicational univer-
sals and explored new kinds of universals, named
quantitative universals. In their study, different
word-order phenomena were analyzed quantita-
tively (i.e.: the distribution of their occurrences
in annotated corpora) to identify universals (i.e.:
present in all or most languages). Our approach
differs from theirs as our aim is not to identify
these implications or correlations but to compare
languages (i.e.: language vectors) using all syntac-
tic structures identified in the corpora to obtain a
more general syntactic overview of the elements in
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our language set.
What is possible to observe in many studies re-

garding corpus-based typology is that usually a
method is presented without a specific compari-
son to the existing approaches or to the classic one
concerning the typological databases. Moreover,
usually, the selected corpora are not completely ho-
mogeneous in terms of size or genre. Thus, in this
study, the idea is to compare 20 different languages
by using parallel corpora. (Levshina, 2022) showed
the benefit of using this type of data, as the bias
regarding size and content is avoided. Especially in
this case, where syntactic patterns are the center of
the analysis, the usage of parallel sentences allows
the focus to be on the syntactic strategies that are
used by each language to express the same mean-
ing. Our objective is not to determine which is the
best corpus-based approach, but to show how data
can be explored from different angles, allowing
typological nuances to be analyzed in detail.

3 Campaign Design

In this section, a brief overview of the selected data-
sets is provided, followed by a complete description
of the syntactic typological approaches which were
selected to conduct the corpus-based word-order
analyses.

3.1 Parallel Corpora

The Parallel Universal Dependencies (PUD) com-
pilation is an ensemble of tree-banks (parallel an-
notated corpora following Universal Dependencies
guidelines (De Marneffe et al., 2021)) that was de-
veloped for the CoNLL 2017 shared task on Multi-
lingual Parsing from Raw Text to Universal Depen-
dencies (Zeman et al., 2018). It provides 1,000 par-
allel sentences from news sources and Wikipedia
annotated in the CoNLL-U format for twenty lan-
guages1: Arabic, Chinese, Czech, English, Finnish,
French, German, Hindi, Icelandic, Indonesian, Ital-
ian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,
Spanish, Swedish, Thai, and Turkish. As previ-
ously explained, we decided to conduct the exper-
iments with parallel annotated corpora to avoid
biases regarding semantic content and size. How-
ever, as the PUD corpora are composed of transla-
tions from English (750 sentences), German (100),
French (50), Spanish (50), and Italian (50), they
may contain some "translationese" biases as de-

1Originally it contained fewer languages, for example,
Polish and Icelandic were added after the shared task.

scribed by (Volansky et al., 2015). Dependency
parsing annotations were done automatically and,
then, verified manually.

The list of PUD languages together with their
ISO 639-3 codes and their genealogical and geo-
graphical information2 is provided in Table 1.

The number of languages in this study is limited
to 20 as we decided to focus on parallel data anal-
ysis. However, PUD collection provides, at least,
some variety in terms of genealogy (i.e.: the great
majority belongs to the Indo-European family, but 8
other different linguistic families are also present in
this data-set). In terms of geographical areas, most
languages are from the Eurasia region, the excep-
tions are Arabic (Africa), Chinese, Indonesian, and
Thai (these 3 being from Southeast and Oceania
region). The geographical areas presented in this
article correspond to the ones described by (Dryer,
1992) and contain some discrepancies when com-
pared to the ones proposed by WALS (Dryer and
Haspelmath, 2013) (e.g.: while (Dryer, 1992) con-
siders Arabic as an African language, in WALS, it
is associated to Eurasia geographical area).

The PUD Collection used in this article corre-
sponds to the one available in the Universal Depen-
dencies data-set v.2.7 (November 2020).

3.2 Typological Approaches

The main idea is to generate, for each method, lan-
guage vectors whose features correspond to spe-
cific word-order features and the values, to the fre-
quency of the syntactic phenomenon in each corpus.
With these vectors, languages are compared using
Euclidean distance measures, generating dissimi-
larity matrices that can be, later, visually analyzed
using a clustering algorithm.

The obtained classifications using the quantita-
tive strategies are compared to the one provided
by the clustering analysis conducted with typolog-
ical information (syntactic features) provided by
lang2vec tool (i.e.: the lang2vec classification is
considered as our baseline).

Three typological approaches were chosen:

• Marsagram linear patterns

• Head and Dependent relative position

• Verb and Object relative position

2Although the existence of the Altaic family has been
challenged by some experts as detailed by (Norman, 2009),
WALS database consider it in its genealogical classification.
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Language ISO 639-3 Family Genus Geographical Area
Arabic arb Afro-Asiatic Semitic Africa
Chinese cmn Sino-Tibetan Chinese Southeast Asia and Oceania
Czech ces Indo-European Slavic Eurasia
English eng Indo-European Germanic Eurasia
Finnish fin Uralic Finnic Eurasia
French fra Indo-European Romance Eurasia
German deu Indo-European Germanic Eurasia
Hindi hin Indo-European Indic Eurasia
Icelandic isl Indo-European Germanic Eurasia
Indonesian ind Austronesian Malayo-Sumbawan Southeast Asia and Oceania
Italian ita Indo-European Romance Eurasia
Japanese jpn Japanese Japanese Eurasia
Korean kor Korean Korean Eurasia
Polish pol Indo-European Slavic Eurasia
Portuguese por Indo-European Romance Eurasia
Russian rus Indo-European Slavic Eurasia
Spanish spa Indo-European Romance Eurasia
Swedish swe Indo-European Germanic Eurasia
Thai tha Tai-Kadai Kam-Tai Southeast Asia and Oceania
Turkish tur Altaic Turkic Eurasia

Table 1: List of languages inside PUD collection, their respective ISO 639-3 three-character code, their genealogical
information according to WALS, and the Geographical Area provided by (Dryer, 1992)

More details regarding the lang2vec analysis and
each one of the new approaches are provided in the
following sub-sections.

Thus, for each method, we first generate the 20
language vectors relative to the ensemble of PUD
languages. Then, using the dist() R function, we
obtain the dissimilarity matrices which are used for
the clustering analysis.

In terms of hierarchical clustering methods, the
Ward linkage method (Ward Jr, 1963) is applied to
the obtained dissimilarity matrices. This strategy,
instead of minimizing possible distances between
pairs of clusters, minimizes the sum of squared dif-
ferences within all clusters, thus, being a variance-
minimizing approach. This agglomeration strategy
has been chosen as its efficiency has been proven
in many studies in the field of corpus-based linguis-
tics and related disciplines (Eder, 2017). With the
programming language R, it is possible to generate
language clusters using the chosen linkage method
with the function hclust() and the specific argument
(method=“ward.D2”).

In the Results section, the different clustering
classifications are presented, analyzed, and com-
pared.

3.2.1 Lang2vec
As mentioned before, the lang2vec tool (Littell
et al., 2017) is a valuable resource that provides
typological information in the format of language
vectors. In our case, lang2vec syntactic vectors
are used. They describe languages morphosyntac-
tically with information coming from the WALS
database (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013), the Syn-
tactic Structures of World Languages (SSWL)3,
and Ethnologue 4.

In terms of syntactic features, the average vec-
tor (i.e.: compiling all possible features from the
different databases) is composed of 103 features.
The number of valid features (i.e.: with a specific
value associated with it) varies from language to
language. Each feature can receive the following
values:

• 0.00 – the absence of the phenomenon

• 0.33 – the phenomenon can be observed but
is not common

• 0.50 – the phenomenon is commonly observed
together with other possible word-orders

3http://sswl.railsplayground.net/
4https://www.ethnologue.com/
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• 0.67 – the phenomenon is relatively common.

• 1.00 – the phenomenon is normally encoun-
tered in the language.

There is a great discrepancy in terms of the avail-
ability of syntactic information regarding lang2vec
syntactic features among PUD languages. It varies
from 66 valid features for Arabic to 103 for En-
glish. Moreover, when checking the number of
common valid features of all PUD languages, the
final amount is 41 (i.e.: lang2vec PUD language
vectors have 41 dimensions).

In terms of word-order phenomena described by
the 41 common features composing the lang2vec
PUD vectors, they correspond to:

• Subject, verb, and object (e.g.: SVO, SOV,
SUBJECT_BEFORE_VERB)

• Adposition and noun (e.g.: ADPOSI-
TION_BEFORE_NOUN)

• Possessor and noun (e.g.: POSSES-
SOR_AFTER_NOUN)

• Adjective and noun (e.g.: ADJEC-
TIVE_AFTER_NOUN)

• Demonstrative and noun (e.g.: DEMON-
STRATIVE_WORD_BEFORE_NOUN)

• Numeral and noun (e.g.: NU-
MERAL_AFTER_NOUN)

• Negative word and verb (e.g.: NEGA-
TIVE_WORD_BEFORE_VERB)

• Degree word and adjective (e.g.: DE-
GREE_WORD_BEFORE_ADJECTIVE)

• Subordinator word and clause (e.g.: SUBOR-
DINATOR_WORD_AFTER_CLAUSE)

• Polar question particle position: initial or final
(e.g.: POLARQ_MARK_INITIAL)

• Existence of demonstrative prefix or suffix
(e.g.: DEMONSTRATIVE_PREFIX)

• Existence of negative prefix or suffix (e.g.:
NEGATIVE_PREFIX)

• Existence of TEND prefix or suffix (e.g.:
TEND_SUFFIX)

• Existence of case mark, enclitic, proclitic, pre-
fix, and suffix (e.g.: CASE_ENCLITIC)

We decided to use all the syntactic features avail-
able in lang2vec which are common to all PUD lan-
guages even if some of them are not directly related
to word-order phenomena because when lang2vec
vectors are used for experiments regarding the im-
provement of Natural Language Processing results,
the whole set of lang2vec features is used.

3.2.2 Marsagram Linear Patterns
Marsagram is a tool for exploring treebanks, it ex-
tracts context-free grammars (CFG) from annotated
data-sets that allow statistical comparison between
languages as proposed by (Blache et al., 2016b).
We have used the latest release of this software5

available in the ORTOLANG platform of linguistic
tools and resources.

This software identifies four types of properties:
precede, require, exclude, and unicity. However,
since the focus of this study is on word-order pat-
terns, only "precede" property (linear) is consid-
ered. The extracted syntactic patterns contain infor-
mation concerning part-of-speech and dependency
parsing labels as well as the associated property
type.

For example, NOUN_precede_DET-det_NOUN-
nmod which means that a DET which has the de-
pendency relation det precedes a NOUN with nmod
as dependency label in the context of a node having
NOUN as the head. An example of a sentence with
this pattern is presented in the Appendix section
(Figure 5). For each identified word-order phe-
nomenon, Marsagram also indicates its frequency
inside the corpus.

As expected, some patterns are common to all
languages and some of them appear only in one or
a few corpora. Therefore, the typological classifica-
tion provided here concerns all possible identified
rules (with an associated frequency value equal to
zero for languages in which the pattern does not ap-
pear). In total, 21,242 linear patterns are extracted
from the PUD collection (i.e.: the union of all pat-
terns identified in PUD languages). The average
amount of patterns with a frequency different from
0 is 15,790. However, even though only parallel
corpora are considered, the number of extracted
properties occurring in the corpora varies consider-
ably among different languages: less than 10,000
for Japanese and Korean and more than 20,000 for
English, Hindi, and Icelandic. The other PUD lan-
guages have a number of properties closer to the

5https://www.ortolang.fr/market/tools/ortolang-000917
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average.
All the linear patterns that were identified with

the Marsagram tool were considered when building
the language vectors, even if they do not represent
real dependency structures (e.g.: coordination phe-
nomena). The main focus of the research is to
obtain different quantitative typological classifica-
tions which can be used for dependency parsing
improvement, thus, it is relevant to keep all the
identified patterns.

3.2.3 Head and Dependent Relative Position
To analyze the dependency parsing results obtained
from different languages using parallel corpora,
we propose a quantitative typological approach
concerning syntax, more specifically the head di-
rectionality parameter, whether the head precedes
the dependent (right-branching) or is after it (left-
branching) in the sentence (Fábregas et al., 2015).
The extraction of parameters reflects the direction-
ality observed at the surface level (position of head
and dependent observed at the sentence level).

Thus, using a python script, the attested head and
dependent relative position patterns are extracted
together with their frequency of occurrence in each
corpus. All observed features extracted from the
PUD corpora (2,890 in total) have been included in
the language vectors. In the cases where a feature
is not observed in a determined corpus, the value 0
is attributed to it.

Two examples of head and dependent relative
position patterns are presented below:

• ADV_advmod_precedes_ADJ - head-final or
left-branching - It means that the dependent,
which is an adverb (ADV) precedes the head
which is an adjective (ADJ) and has the syn-
tactic function of an adverbial modifier (adv-
mod). The dependent can be in any position of
the sentence previous to the head, not neces-
sarily right before. An example of a sentence
with this pattern is presented in the Appendix
section (Figure 6).

• NOUN_obl_follows_VERB - head-initial or
right-branching - In this case, the dependent
(NOUN), comes after the head, which is a
verb, and has the function of oblique nominal
(obl). The dependent can be in any position af-
ter the head, not necessarily being right next to
it. An example of a sentence representing this
pattern is presented in the Appendix (Figure
7).

The analysis of these patterns corresponds to a
quantitative approach of the Head and Dependent
theory (Hawkins, 1983) which considers that there
is a tendency of organizing head and dependents in
homogeneous word ordering. (Hawkins, 1983) pro-
posed a set of language types according to specific
word-order phenomena concerning a limited list of
heads and dependents. In this study, we consider
all possible head and dependent pairs to compare
the languages and classify them.

3.2.4 Verb and Object relative position
The verb (V) and direct object (O) relative posi-
tion is part of the analysis regarding the heads and
dependents ordering. We decided to analyze specif-
ically the position of these two elements as they are
key in typological studies such as the one proposed
by (Dryer, 1992) where the correlations are defined
according to whether in a language the verb comes
before or after the object (i.e.: dependency relation
"obj").

Thus, to compose the language vectors we ex-
tracted the head and dependent patterns which con-
cern verbs and objects only (not only nominal but
all other possible ones). The idea is to go beyond
the classical approaches which usually consider
only nominal objects (e.g.: (Dryer, 1992)) to see
how languages are classified if all possible direct
objects are analyzed. In total, 13 OV and 12 VO
features were attested in the PUD collection, allow-
ing us to generate a 25-dimension language vector
for each language.

4 Results

As explained previously, each one of the presented
typological methods generates a cluster dendro-
gram which is displayed in this section (Figures 1
to 4).

Starting with the lang2vec dendrogram (1), it is
possible to notice that the central cluster is divided
into two sub-groups (one composed of Chinese,
English, and Swedish, and the other of Finnish,
German, Icelandic, and the Slavic PUD languages).
Arabic is classified in the same sub-group as In-
donesian and Romance languages.

It is also noticeable that Hindi, Korean, Japanese,
and Turkish form an isolated cluster. Moreover,
Germanic languages are split into two sub-clusters,
one formed by English and Swedish, together with
Chinese, and the other composed of German and
Icelandic (grouped with Slavic languages). Re-
garding this specific genus, although Polish and
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Figure 1: Lang2vec Clustering Dendrogram

Russian are closer in both dendrograms, Czech is
positioned closer to Finnish. Furthermore, as previ-
ously mentioned, when considering only lang2vec
syntactic features, Thai and Arabic are classified
as closer to Romance languages when compared to
the others in the PUD collection.

If we consider the 3 main clusters provided by
this dendrogram, it is possible to analyze which
syntactic lang2vec features are shared by its lan-
guages. The isolated cluster formed by Hindi,
Japanese, Korean and Turkish is composed of SOV
languages with postpositions and with adjectives
before nouns. The middle cluster (i.e.: Slavic and
Germanic languages, plus Chinese and Finnish)
has SVO languages with adjectives before nouns.
And, finally, the cluster on the right side of the den-
drograms is composed of VO (but not necessarily
SVO) languages with prepositions and adjectives
after the noun. Moreover, this cluster differs from
the one located on the extreme left side of the den-
drograms by ordering the negative word before the
verb.

The analysis of the dendrogram concerning
Marsagram linear patterns (2) shows Icelandic
as an isolated language inside PUD collection.
Japanese is also quite isolated from the other lan-
guages, however with lower distance values than
Icelandic. Chinese, Turkish, Finnish, and Hindi
form one small central cluster, as well as Italian and
Spanish, and the other languages are grouped alto-

Figure 2: Marsagram Linear Properties Clustering Den-
drogram

gether. For this specific representation, languages
from the same family or genus are not always clus-
tered together (e.g.: Portuguese and Spanish, which
formed a sub-cluster in lang2vec dendrograms in
this case).

The large purple cluster is composed of Ro-
mance, Slavic, and Germanic languages (except
Icelandic), but it also includes Indonesian, Ara-
bic, Thai and Korean. Subject, Verb, and Object
positions are not relevant criteria in this type of
language classification. Marsagram extracts word-
order patterns between elements that are part of the
same syntactic node, thus, these components are
not necessarily syntactically related.

When considering the classification provided by
the dendrogram obtained with the head and depen-
dent patterns (3), we observe that the Romance lan-
guages form one single isolated cluster positioned
on the left side of the figure. On the other hand,
the Germanic sub-group is closer to the Slavic one
(with Icelandic being positioned inside the Slavic
cluster and not with the other Germanic PUD lan-
guages). It is also noticeable that Thai, Arabic, and
Indonesian form a specific sub-group closer to the
Germanic and Slavic languages.

Japanese is clustered with Hindi and closer to
other OV languages (i.e.: Turkish and Korean).
The large cluster containing all OV languages from
PUD also includes Finnish and Chinese which are
not OV. When compared to the genealogical clas-
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Figure 3: Head and Dependent relative position Cluster-
ing Dendrogram

sification of PUD languages, it is possible to see
that the proximity between Spanish and Portuguese
and their relation to French and Italian is also
present when the head and dependent orderings
are examined. Icelandic is genealogically closer
to Swedish, however, in terms of head direction-
ality it is closer to Slavic languages, this classifi-
cation is closer to the one proposed by (Hawkins,
1983): Icelandic, Czech, and Russian are all con-
sidered as type 10. Nevertheless, still according to
(Hawkins, 1983), Indonesian and Thai are from the
same language type as Romance languages (type 9),
but in these dendrograms, although these two lan-
guages are grouped together, they are not classed
among Romance ones. Moreover, although not
genealogically related, the syntactic proximity be-
tween Finnish and Turkish is similarly attested with
the head directionality analysis.

As expected, when VO and OV patterns are used
to generate a dendrogram (4), there is a clear split
of PUD languages into two clusters: one contains
all OV languages and German (with no dominant
order, according to WALS database), and the other,
all the VO languages. When analyzing VO lan-
guages in detail, it is noticeable that French and
Czech are closer in the Verb and Object relative
position dendrogram. Finnish is placed together
with Germanic languages (except for German) and
Indonesian. Slavic languages (except for Czech)
are clustered with Romance languages (except for

Figure 4: Verb and Object relative position Clustering
Dendrogram

French) in a sub-group that also contains Arabic.
The Thai language forms a small sub-cluster with
Chinese.

As not only nominal objects are considered for
the construction of this dendrogram, it also pro-
vides also insights into how other types of objects
are ordered (e.g.: pronominal). Thus, this classifi-
cation cannot be compared to the one provided by
(Hawkins, 1983) where only nominal objects were
analyzed.

The overall analysis of all obtained dendrograms
shows that both lang2vec and head and depen-
dent position figures have more similarities to the
classical genealogical classification of languages.
Marsagram dendrogram clearly presents a specific
typological classification that considers word-order
phenomena not contemplated by the other analysis.
The verb and object classification provides a par-
ticular typological overview that can be interesting
for studying focusing on how these two elements
are positioned.

In comparison with the language types proposed
by (Hawkins, 1983), the typological classifications
presented in this article present the advantage of
allowing languages to be compared in terms of a
larger number of word-order structures, thus, being
more precise for NLP applications where the objec-
tive is to find the closest languages. For example,
as previously mentioned, Indonesian and Thai are
classified as type 9 by (Hawkins, 1983), the same
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group as the PUD Romance languages. However,
using the described quantitative methods it is pos-
sible to determine how close these two languages
are to the Romance ones in a more detailed way.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we presented three new typologi-
cal approaches regarding word-order phenomena
applied to 20 different languages using parallel
corpora. The new methods were compared to the
standard one which considers syntactic features
provided by a typological database (lang2vec).

Each approach provided a syntactic typologi-
cal classification of languages in the format of a
dendrogram which was obtained via dissimilarity
matrices composed of Euclidean distances between
language vectors.

We showed that each different approach has its
own particularities. The aim of this study was not
to state which is the best typological method but to
show in which way they provide different angles for
typological analysis. However, it is possible to no-
tice that the lang2vec and the Head and Dependent
relative position dendrograms are more coherent
with the genealogical classification of languages.
The Marsagram approach provides interesting as-
pects regarding specific word-order phenomena of
elements that are not syntactically related, while
the Verb and Object relative position approach pro-
vides a specific analysis of all attested phenomena
regarding these elements.

The usability of each method depends on which
particular syntactic features are of interest and the
purpose of further linguistic processing. Prelim-
inary experiments showed that the language dis-
tances obtained using the described quantitative
typological methods present moderate or strong
correlations with the improvement of dependency
parsing results when different languages are com-
bined to train deep-learning models. Thus, in the fu-
ture, we aim to analyze precisely how each method
provides valuable information concerning the im-
provement of the dependency parsing results to
determine the best corpus-based typological strat-
egy for this aim.
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Figure 5: Example of a sentence with the pattern NOUN_precede_DET-det_NOUN-nmod. The determiner (DET)
on line 4 has the incoming relation det. It precedes the noun (NOUN) on line 5, which has the incoming relation
nmod. Both appear in the subtree headed by a NOUN (the first tag in the pattern description); in this case, it is again
the noun on line 5.

Figure 6: Example of a sentence with two occurrences of the pattern ADV_advmod_precedes_ADJ. The adverb
(ADV) on line 9 has the incoming relation advmod. It precedes the adjective (ADJ) on line 10. And, the adverb
(ADV) on line 4 has the incoming relation advmod. It precedes the adjective (ADJ) on line 5.

Figure 7: Example of a sentence with the pattern NOUN_obl_follows_VERB. The noun (NOUN) on line 11 has the
incoming relation obl. It comes after the verb (VERB) on line 5.
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